The SM has been extremely successful in explaining a wide range of experimental data. However the LEP working group has recently reported some deviations between the precision EW data and the SM predictions. The most important among them is the 3.7 σ deviation between the observed (R exp b
≈ .2210 ± .0017) and the SM prediction (.2156) for R b [1] . Different beyond SM scenarios, both with and without dynamical EW symmetry breaking, have been put forward by theorists to explain the LEP excess in R b . In standard ETC models the sideways ETC gauge bosons (which couple TF's to ordinary fermions) induce a negative correction to δR b , thereby increasing the deviation from the LEP value further [2] . In order to explain the LEP excess in R b one has to invoke diagonal ETC interactions which couple TF's (and ordinary fermions) to themselves. The diagonal ETC exchange gives rise to a positive correction to δR b [3] . To obtain a δR b which is of the right size (2.92%) and sign (+ve) one has to arrange a delicate cancellation between the opposing effects of sideways and diagonal ETC interactions on the zbb vertex. The SU (2) L invariance of ETC interactions implies that the operators that contribute to δg b l will also contribute to δg t l with the same or opposite sign. In fact a careful study shows that the LH sideways and diagonal contributions appear with opposite sign in δg b l but with same sign in δg t l . Hence it is possible for a low enough ETC scale, that both contributions to δg b l are individually quite large in magnitude but their difference is small so as to fit the observed δR b which is at the level of a few percent. Such a scenario would produce large deviations from the SM in the LH ztt couplings where the sideways and diagonal contributions interfere constructively. The non-standard ztt couplings will be probed quite precisely through polarization and angular correlation studies in tt pair production at NLC.
The aim of this article is to investigate if the present constraints of δR b and m t [4] imply large corrections to g t l and g t r in standard ETC models and whether these deviations could be probed at NLC.
To illustrate our point we shall consider the one family TC model of Appelqusit and Terning [5] . In this model the techniquark decay constant f Q is much greater than the technilepton decay constant f L and an S parameter in agreement with experimental bounds is obtained through isospin breaking in the technilepton sector. For simplicity the TF's will be assumed to be in the fundamental representation of an SU (N ) T C gauge group. It can be shown that in this model the sideways ETC gauge boson exchange gives rise to the following effective Lagrangian [3] 
On the other hand the diagonal ETC gauge boson gives rise to the four fermion
Here g E,L is the effective ETC gauge coupling to LH fermions. g 
Below the TC chiral symmetry breaking scale we must replace the TF current by the appropriate sigma model current [6] .Considering only the term involving the weak Z boson we get in unitary gaugē
where 1 3 is the unit operator in color space. The sideways ETC induced non-standard couplings of t and b to Z boson are therefore given by
The above Lagrangian implies that
Similarly for the diagonal ETC exchange we obtain the following deviations from the SM couplings to Z boson
Hence
Adding the sideways and diagonal contributions separately for the LH and RH couplings of t we get δg
We shall assume that N T C = 2 so that the TC contribution to the S parameter is in agreement with the experimental bounds [3] . 
The non-standard vector and axial vector form factors for Ztt couplings are therefore given by
where (g Since the sideways ETC gauge boson also contributes to m t , another constrain on the ETC gauge coupling and and the sideways gauge boson mass will arise from the CDF (m t = 176 ± 8 ± 10Gev) or D0 (m t = 199 ± 20 ± 22Gev) value for m t [4] . Using naive dimensional analysis and large N T C scaling we can write
The above eqn. implies that g E,L and g 
.
From (11a) and (11b) we obtain the relation 
